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1.
Rebellion with a Happy Ending
I've always been a rebel. When someone indicates they see red, I say, "Look, I
see some green there too.". So the thought of making a feel-good, happy-ending story
never really entered my mind while making this documentary about the
NTID'
Performing Arts 2004 dance presentation of 'OZ'. In fact as a child (and I never told this
to Thomas Warfield", the director), I never really liked the film The Wizard of
Oz'
all that
much. But during the journey of documenting this story, I did get swept away with the
energy, diversity, creativity, and people who characterized this
'feel-good'
production.
Yet, my rebellion was evident in a silent protest and message
- a response to the
political and divisive times we live in. We seem obsessed with death, with exploding
body parts, with the mundane and morbid nature of humanity. For example, witness the
number of shows obsessed with exploiting the most graphic depictions of death (such
as the television series such as CSI, Crossing Jordan, as well as the constant barrage
of images of death flooding the news). We also live in a politically and morally divisive
time, while blurring the boundaries of religion, politics, and ethnocentricity at every
juncture. We live in a dark age, so what better rebellion could be made than to present
a film about people putting aside their differences and coming together to create a place
where deaf and hearing, experienced and inexperienced, young and old, and a myriad
of cultural backgrounds could come together as one and create a special moment
celebrating their differences.
This wasn't Disney, this was real, a sample of what can exist when we set aside




when for a moment theWorld joined us in a brief moment of tragedy, sorrow, and
empathy. And what better answer to how farwe have digressed four years later with the
obsessive, destructive, frightened state we live in today. This movie was a direct
response to Bush's "You're either with us, or one of the enemy"-type of world we are
creating. This, in essence, was the counterbalance, a near perfect rebellion to the times
we live in.
2.
Some history . . .
'On theWay to
OZ'
was not my first thesis proposal, or even my second idea. But
there is a circuitous route to making this film, which arose from my very first idea; I
wanted to create a dark, animated play using
'live'
actors in very controlled and
animated ways (not exactly pixilation-style) to tell an
"original"
fable without dialogue. I
ultimately decided to transition the idea to stop-motion puppets because of the control
over the actions/acting, and thus my first thesis proposal
- a 15-minute animation film
was to be told through gesture and music without any dialogue. The story is a dark fable
about an adolescent boy and a mysterious catwoman; it delved into a good vs. evil,
surreal world of temptation and wrong choices, all housed within the underbelly of the
human (or puppet) condition. It was actually a hidden response to our invasion of Iraq
and the greed that seemed to be our motivation.
So it may be asked, how then did the making of this documentary relate to or
follow the first ideas? Actually it was a logical next step. I had been focused on a
theatrical format, a story (journey/fantasy) without dialogue; and ThomasWarfield, who
had met through an IMS project'*, had expressed the idea of doing a non-voiced dance
adaptation of the 'the Wizard of Oz'. Thomas explained that, in deaf theatre, the voicing
(hearing) actors for the deaf performers almost always are separated from the roles
played by the deaf cast, and that he wanted to integrate the hearing and deaf on an
even playing field.
Thomas'
thinking was that using dance and a well-known story (a




in all their existing versions) would be
the perfect way to do this. Thus I had come full-circle, theatre, no dialogue, music filling
in the emotive sensibility, and a highly stylized performance. And though when I started
filming in 2003, I didn't realize that this would end up as my thesis, I was determined
that I would make a film of the footage as part of my journey at RIT.
Experiment in style (video)
This movie was an experiment in style. Video allows us to 'throw
out'
the more
structured, pre-staged strategies of making films. This film had no storyboard, no
planned script, and for the most part had no pat questions for the interviews. This film
was a journey, not prejudiced by preconceptions of what I wanted it to be or where it
was going. Only with video could I have shot nearly one hundred hours of footage for a
47-minute film (a 150:1 ratio). But what this did do was allow those special human
moments to be captured, the kick of a leg as Kelly disappears in the wings, the snap of
fingers in front of the camera by Ethan, the moments of spontaneous silliness (such as
the practice run-through scene of the Tinman), all were part of the experience. Thus
many small gems were captured then rediscovered during logging because of the
medium (mini-DV).
This process allowed the journey, the visuals themselves, to write the script. This
was the beauty and the experimental nature of the film. The process of finding what was
there and combining that with my personal experience culminated in giving the
audience a sense of being along with me for the journey, of getting to know the cast and
crew as I got to know them. This style of filmmaking also ultimately set aside the initial
fly-on-the-wall style for a more integrated and intimate view of the process. During the
final performance cast and crew party when awards were passed out, I received the
'Camera Up Your Butt Award', for I also had been assimilated into the odyssey that was
'OZ'.
Of course, with all that footage and much of it very repetitive in nature, the initial
dilemma was identifying the various threads and personal stories, interesting shots, and
tidbits, and how to tie them into a single, cohesive story. This could only be effectively
done once the overall structure or framework was known. The second dilemma was that
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there was so many interesting avenues that could be followed that they became
overwhelming. For example, American Sign Language was an oft-discussed topic within
many extraordinary interviews;
Thomas'
theories of creativity, of teaching dance to the
deaf, of his thoughts on personal growth and freedom were particularly fascinating
topics; and the background behind Ethan's set designs alone would have made for a
fascinating documentary. So I did struggle with finding a path and structure until I came
upon a simple axiom - the film must
'only'
be about the performance. Anything that
could not be directly tied to the performance would be rejected (with a few exceptions).
This became the framework to weave the threads always back together. The second
aspect of the framework was to follow the story of
'OZ'
chronologically starting with
scenel through the ending bows. This provided constant bridges between performance,
information, cast, and events.
The other aspect of style that video allowed was repetitive shooting because of
the inexpensive quality of video, as in shooting a dance number from the practice room,
to run through, to tech, to dress, to performance. Having these multiple versions allowed
the story to jump from practice to performance, to show the behind-the-scenes work, as
well as the missteps and final performance. Moving easily through time, through
multiple practices, by overlaying scenes chronologically was the beauty of 'massive
amounts of
footage'
that so greatly helped demonstrate visually what no amount of
words could accurately define
- the process and progress and the human side of
performance arts.
Though the videography was mostly a spontaneous journey, itwasn't a mindless
one. Specific camera angles were used repeatedly, and close-ups, oblique angles,
infrared (night shot), and other deliberate styles of recording were constantly tried and
integrated. Shooting the rehearsals and performances from all sides (wings, lofts,
audience, projection booth, hallways, etc.) gave a visual surround
'sound'
style to some
scenes. Also, interviews were routinely shot after or during rehearsals or shows without
elaborate setup or preparation, which allowed for less guarded and more emotional
dialogue. The other factor advocating video became the use of existing light, which in
many cases of rehearsal and interviews was very low. Thus I believe that without video
this film style would have been impossible.
Experiment in style (show, don't just tell us)
So many documentaries are didactic, you take away the facts and a few pictorial
moments, but rarely do you feel you were there or that you know the people depicted, or
even the amount ofwork involved, for we live in a homogenized society where
productivity and packaging are Gods. I wanted to return to the small things; I wanted a
sense of intimacy. An analogy might be, when someone close to us dies we start
remembering the little things, their quirky mannerisms or stupid puns, for it is those
special moments that add color to our otherwise black-and-white memories and
perceptions. In movies, a character who has the habit of biting their lip till it bleeds or
using a quirky expression are the things that make that character relatable, and even
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allows intimacy with the audience. This film attempts to seek out those
'little'
things
visually, which help define us as real people, not reel people.
I felt, because my ultimate goal was to show the unique atmosphere of Thomas
Warfield's inclusiveness, that it would be more effective to show as well as discuss. So
careful selection of interviews, coupled with events and practice, proved to be the key.
An example was the tragic injury to Stacey (Glinda, the good witch). By seeing the
injury, coupled with interview coverage of Stacey talking about
Thomas'
ideas for still
wanting to include her in the show, the
'situation'
became both touching and direct in
expressing the concept of inclusiveness.
There were many things about deaf theatre and stage performance in general
that could have been 'discussed'. I wanted to try allowing the viewer to
'see'
as much as
I told them, explaining only when the visuals couldn't efficiently tell the story. This was




Experiment in style (aesthetics)
There were several aesthetic choices I made early on, partly to lend some
consistency to the visuals, and partly to pay homage to the movie TheWizard of
Oz'
One choice consisted of using heavily desaturated color when off-stage (interviews,
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hallways, practice room, etc.), a less desaturated image when on stage with run-
throughs or warm-ups (with blue tones highest), then full color during dress and
performance scenes. I believe this helped to put the audience immediately in visual
queue mode though they wouldn't necessarily think about it consciously, allowing the
viewer to slip from one shot to another and have some immediate clue where they were.
Another choice was to not use fancy filters or transitions, but find ways to be
creative with simple transparency and cross dissolves. Having a wide array of shots of
each scene helped this cause, as with the opening leap of Kelly that
transforms/cross-
dissolves her from performance to practice run-through mode. Many of the dissolves or
action-queue changes helped dynamically peel away or add to the work and
behind-the-
scenes preparation that went into the process.
Another technique that was very effective, though not fancy, was the fast cut
away. By sudden cuts from a stylized performance scene to the hand-held
'live'
camera
in the hallway or the dressing room added an additional sense of being there. This not
only added that momentary jolt, but also left an anticipation that we would be in for the
ride more than once, which would keep the audience guessing.
Experiment in style (bridges)
Because of the
'chapters'
style of the story, where most of what needed to be
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shown or addressed about a scene was condensed into a two-to-three-minute package,
bridges between these scenes became very important to keep things flowing. One of
simplest and most effective ways was using the quotes from Frank L. Baum's book
The Wizard of Oz', which provided, more often than not, a unique irony toward the deaf
culture or a certain aspect of the performance. They also seemed an elegant visual
transfer instead of fading to black, and paved the way (to put the audience in
read-
mode) for subtitling the deaf interviews. I also realized fairly quickly that too many titles
between scenes became repetitious and predictable and lost their potency; there was
definitely a balance.
Other bridges, which were included, took from theatrical queues - a fly-in
dropping down, a person walking onto stage, a cut-away to another area, and following
the four
friendsv
from one scene-mode to another. Bridges were necessary to the
pacing, with some slowing it down and others warming it up. They became a real tempo
setter for the film.
7.
Experiment in style (three endings)
I have certainly seen movies with multiple endings, particularly in the scare-fest
genre. But this movie had three very distinct and purposeful endings. The first was for
me the most important. It was the last performance scene, 'home', where Kelly was
shown in clips from performance to run through, and at the end of the scene ran over to
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Kathy and swung her around while Thomas said 'thank you
'
to the crew. This moment
said so much, ofweariness, of confusion, of joy, of silliness in essence, all the human
moments brought to bear and spoke of the real end of the journey being the journey
itself.
The second ending was a fade to the last seconds of the last scene from the final
performance, leading to the bows. This was also relevant and brought the energy back
to a more final conclusion. It was, after all, about the performance and the rewards of
the process. The third ending was embedded in the credits, where we were able to
voyeur into the scene of Mary (Addapearl, the other good witch) and her husband Henry
at their home. Watching their reaction to her performance spoke to the lasting impact
the experience had. When Henry stated, "You still have some smoke in
you,"
there was
the sense of respect and appreciation that grew from her courage to be a part of 'OZ'. It
had somehow made her a little more than she had been before.
8.
Thomas Warfield (the real wizard of 'OZ')
There is not enough time or room to discuss what I have learned, what I
observed, or the influence on the film that Thomas had. Suffice it to say that Thomas
continued to be a source of inspiration, a willing interviewee who never brushed me off
even when he was exhausted. His dedication to the performance and his cast and crew
was unwavering, which certainly had a huge impact on my drive to document what I
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thought was an extraordinary event unfolding.
Thomas provided an overall framework of general information and insight
throughout the film, and added focus and consistency to the practice footage. Thomas
also took a personal interest in the film and consented to be my third thesis committee
member. Thus, I was able to gain access pretty much when and where I wanted.
Verbally, Thomas provided consistently great footage material as well, though I did find





Many aesthetic choices had to made about how to represent deafness to a
mainly hearing audience. I eventually decided to let the deaf interviewees determine the
style in which they would like to be presented. This said a lot about the diversity of the
personalities and complexity of deaf communication and culture. Deafness is a variable
condition influenced greatly by the environment deaf individuals are raised in; but two
common statements were: 1 ) deaf people can do anything hearing people can - except
hear, and 2) the inability (or partial ability) to hear is not a handicap but a state of being
and culture that they are very proud to be a part of. So out of respect, I didn't want to
make this about any limitations people had, but more about what people could
accomplish.
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The deaf culture and language were foreign to me. I had only had contact with
deaf in some of my film classes, where I always felt it was an awkward situation. I
sensed the teachers dreaded it, few ofwhom, could effectively sign. It was cumbersome
for the hearing students and for the flow of the class, with the interpreters working
overtime in three-way communication. So finding a learning venue where hearing and
deafwere more or less on even footing was very exciting and impressive. Initially I
thought the next logical step was to start learning sign, but here I found a problem. Soon
after I had started to read and practice some basic sign, I found that when I went to film,
it became a conflict. I would be so intent on watching their signing that I would forget
about the composition of the shots, so I decided to abandon learning sign until after the
film was made. I also began to think that I would lose some of my objectivity (as a
hearing audience) if I became too involved in the culture. I decided staying in the
background was ultimately the best way to approach the filmmaking.
Another interesting aspect of filming deaf interviewees was subtitling and the
personal ways each wanted to be represented. Ethan, the set designer, preferred to be
interviewed using his 'voice'. Kriston, though able to verbalize with less of a deaf accent
than Ethan, preferred to be interviewed with just ASL. Sheena and Kymberly preferred a
combination of voicing and ASL; and Joe, the shop foreman, a
5th
generation deaf,
preferred ASL and an interpreter. Respecting their individuality gave the film a sense of
their diversity, which I wanted anyway; but it also allowed me some experimental
latitude. By subtitling Ethan, who voiced early on, the audience is given a taste of deaf
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accent. His accent is very heavy and would be impossible for the average person to get
right away; but Sheena, who came later in the film, had less of the deaf accent, so I
decided not to subtitle her. I was now more concerned that the audience was vested in
attempting to understand her and I really didn't care if they did not get every word. The
process was more important than the content while keeping the audience engaged at
the same time.
By doing this film, I have certainly gained insight and understanding of some of
the barriers and problems the deaf have assimilating into the hearing world. As Jim
Orrvl
stated in an interview with me, the deaf students are "everyday heroes", and I must
agree with him. I am sure that I broke many cultural rules along the way; but perhaps
because I took an interest and wanted to help paint their picture, they were very patient




Reflecting on the many aspects of the film and process, there were two keys that
proved the greatest help in making all the pieces come together. The single most
important
'key'
sounds so simple - state clearly in a sentence or two what the movie is
about! It seems so obvious; but it wasn't until I could say to myself, "This movie is about
the performance, and everything I show will relate back to the preparation and ultimate
performance of 'OZ'.", that I really started to move forward. With over one hundred
15
hours of video and dozens of possible stories or
'threads'
(including deafness, deaf
theatre, ThomasWarfield's vision, the individual stories, the mix of dancers/non-
dancers, the crew, American Sign Language, deaf culture, and on and on), the path was
easily muddied. Ultimately, by tossing nearly everything that didn't directly relate to the
performance, I could still include many of the threads. They were no longer left floating,
but winding into a direction that kept the story moving.
Letting go of things was hard. There are always those shots, those moments
when you think, "This is great, I have to show
this!"
Those were the most troublesome
and costly moments in the process; but those times became easier when I could ask
myself, "Did it relate directly to the making of
'OZ'?"
and if not - so sad, but so long. The
opposite was also true, when I knew a shot related well to the performance, but where
the audio or visuals were not of appropriate quality. These also were sometimes hard to
let go of, but eventually the process became easier as the rules became more defined.
Perhaps the second most important
'key'
was logging and cataloguing. With the
first guideline (stated above), it led logically to creating a very systematic and organized
system of encoding tapes. There were three main categories for indexing/naming
physical tapes: 1) interviews, 2) practices, and 3) performance. Each of these were
further indexed by date, camera #, and reel #. This was used for normal library lookup.
During digitalization, the system was broken down further including categories such as:
practices (by practice-type/scene/date); performance (scene/date); interviews
(person/date); and B-roll, including - people, props, events, warm-ups, interviews,
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behind-the-scenes, props, problems, etc. These were indexed in a hierarchy of folders,
allowing me to pull from any scene, practice stage, or date so it was easy to gather all
clips from scene 1 then choose what was strongest and most interesting relating to that
scene. This process of logging and digitalizing took about a month and a half to
complete, but was well worth the effort.
11.
Conclusion and passion
RIT has been a journey; I have tried many types of filmmaking and worked within
different styles, from computer graphics, to straight 'live
action'
drama, to hand-drawn
animations, to stop-motion and experimental collaborations, to 2-D graphics and more.
All these helped play a part in my decision-making and ability to craft this film. I believe
that with this film, though, I finally feel like . . . perhaps I am (or can be) a filmmaker.
One of the many things that helped me was the film's fascinating subject matter, the
amazing people involved in 'OZ', and finally my passion for the material. Filmmaking is
really about passion. The hours, the dedication, the expenses, and everything else are
details; but it is the passion and vision that really drives filmmaking.
My passion took many forms in this journey. There was the fascination of the
practices, which many times play out as theatre within theatre, having much more
interesting things happen there than during final performance day; and they were much
less predictable. Practice is also the area where I connected with the cast as people. In
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society we are constantly barraged with actors and manipulated scenes, from politics, to
cable TV, to commercials to movies and the news. Everything is screened, rehearsed,
edited; in short, processed. We see just what they want us to see, a sort of
make-
believe reality all the time. To see the face behind the mask is a much more revealing
look into humanity. I also found that some of the best performances that the audience
never sees are during these times. For example, the practice footage of the scarecrow
(Kriston), much more clearly shows his footwork and the control of his out-of-control
appearing antics. In full costume, the straw obstructs much of the footwork, and
performance lighting and presentation obscure much of the great control demonstrated
in practice. Give me a run-through any day!
An evolving passion came from observing a culture that seemed so remote
before - the deaf culture. To get to know people is to awake unrealized passion. It was
an honor and will always be memorable to have had this unique opportunity, so
conveniently available at NTID, to work with, befriend, and observe the many amazing
deaf students who had seemed so foreign before.
Then there was Thomas Warfield! To watch him dance, interact, teach,
brainstorm is the embodiment of passion. But beyond that, we developed a friendship
and a respect over time that I will always feel privileged to have. I will be ever grateful
for that opportunity at RIT.
Finally, there is the passion of making a film that is your expression, your vision,
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your statement, and your rebellion. To document the making of
'OZ'
is one thing, a local
TV channel already did that while I was still filming 'OZ', but to make a unique and
personal film about the experience is a feeling I won't forget. It no longer becomes a
mirrored reflection of the show and cast; it becomes its own unique show, with its own
timing, intrigue, emotional peaks, and humor. It is a whole reality apart from what really
happened, for it is the imperfect memory and manipulated conscious that you want to
make it. 'On theWay to
Oz'
became my passion, my first film.
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APPENDIX A -Thesis Proposal
Thesis Proposal







Approved for Submission by
Malcolm Spaull
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WORKING TITLE: "On theWay to
Oz"
PRODUCER: Mark R. Knox
BUDGET:
START/END DATES: 12/xx/2003 - 05/20/2005
PROPOSED RUNNING TIME: 60:00 MINs.
FORMAT: DV-NTSC, S-VHS, DVD
CONCEPT
Produce a one-hour (abridged to be a thirty minute version for RIT screenings) documentary of
NTID's unique Performing Arts Program with a focus on six mini-stories involving cast and
crew that helped fashion
"OZ"
from conception through final post-performance.
SYNOPSIS
The NTID (National Technical Institute for the Deaf) has a unique performing arts program,
which successfully integrates hearing and deaf students and staff to produce an annual spring
dance performance. At the center of the dance department is the director/choreographer Thomas
Warfield, a successful international dancer/musician/choreographer; he will be the thread to link
each mini-story to the overall production (analogous to the yellow brick road).
In a world today that is so polarized politically,
'Oz'
is
striking in its ability to demonstrate what is possible when different cultures (deaf and hearing)
merge, when different levels of experience and talent are encouraged and trusted, and when
dreaming of great things can really come true when you work hard. Also, performances to a
mixed deaf and hearing audience usually requires concessions, yet
'Oz"
uses no sign (one
exception) or dialogue and still succeeds.
'Oz'
is an adaptation of the book and American classic movie 'The Wizard of
Oz'
by
Frank Baum, as well as the movie, Broadway musical, and theatrical adaptations of 'TheWiz'.
Dorothy and her friends each possess a unique situation, something they have all along and
eventually find. The six cast members (mini-stories) also find elements of the power to change
and rise above their circumstances.
There is the lovable Adapearl (a good witch) who has less than perfect powers, yet does
have the adoration of the Munchkins. In real life she is amaintenance worker at NTID who has a
fear ofpublic speaking and a husband at home who frets about his missing meals.
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There is the Hip-Hop pimp Lion, who in real life overcomes his stocky build and
cumbersome hot fur suit to
'become'
the cart wheeling Lion when he finally puts on his mask.
Then there is the scarecrow, an amazingly skilled dancer, who is totally deaf And Glenda
(the other good witch) set to climax the last scene, who in real was a Las Vegas dancer, the most
experienced dancer of the show, ruptured her Achilles tendon just two weeks before the opening
with no stand-in in sight.
Another cast member, who danced in several scenes, was aNTID student with no dance
or performance experience, very shy and not your stereotypical dancer's figure, yet went on to
gain courage and confidence and currently has a major acting role in anotherNTID play.
And, of course, there is Dorothy who needed to return to Kansas, but in real life must
overcome her own demons and learn to be more responsible while learning how to interact with
other cast members before she can really be Dorothy.
This is an exploration into what happens when you are willing to open yourself and share
your dreams and break down barriers. It is about many diverse people coming together for an
event that is bigger than the sum total of those who created it.
It is also about deaf theatre.
I am very proud to have been there to capture many of the moments and thoughts on tape
and look forward to doing my best to represent the emotion, energy, ideas, conflicts, work, and
the joy that went into making 'Oz'.
APPROACH
Much of the footage has been shot. Very little logged has been evaluated at this time. The basic
approach will be to continue to log and evaluate the many hours of footage and interviews, then
decide what still needs to be shot (from B-roll to more interviews/follow-ups), and then edit.
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The overall approach will be a series of six stories focusing on individual members of cast and
crew, threaded together by interviews and footage ofThomas Warfield. Their compelling
individual stories will be supplemented with visuals that include the day-to-day practice and
preparation, performance and interviews. Issues including, aspects ofdeaf dance and the unique
aspects ofdeaf theatre will be addressed, but ultimately it will be about the inner workings of
staging a large production and the personalities thatmake it work.
All of the six segments will be prefaced by direct quotes from Baum's book. I intend to
experiment with wide screen format (even though all footage was shot in 3:4), by trying split
screen imagery and creative compositing/editing. The main concentration will be
divided/introduced by important players in the production, Thomas, the Lion, Glenda, the Tin
Man, Adapearl, Dorothy, and the a cast member, with footage and commentary by many others.
Each has a story to tell and their collective creative spirit can easily be seen in the final product.
Many of the artistic and creative elements of the documentary will be flushed out in post after
extensive logging and re-evaluation of source footage.
Currently the breakdown of footage is as follows;
Interviews (-20 hrs)
Final Performances (16-20 hrs)
Practice, Preparation, Behind the Scenes, B-roll (-40 hrs)
(Interviews and additional B-roll needed (~5-8hrs)
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PRODUCTION TIMELINE
Dec '04 thruMay '05 Pre-thesis filming
Thesis Proposal
Proposal to Faculty Committee
All tapes reviewed/logged
All additional interviews/narration/B-roll shot
or scheduled for early Feb
All deaf interviews (interpreted/narrated)
Initial rough edit complete









All credits, releases, paperwork finished
Optional captioned version (???)
May
77th














WAGES AND SALARIES SUBTOTAL 62,850 850
ADMINISTRATIVE SUBTOTAL 5,500 50
PRE-PRODUCTION SUBTOTAL 1,500 110
PRODUCTION SUBTOTAL 1 1 ,300 1 ,070
DISTRIBUTION SUBTOTAL 1,450 130
SUBTOTAL 83,600 2,210
CONTINGINCY (20%) 20,000 500
TOTAL COST 103,600 2,710
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DETAILED BUDGET SUMMARY
Performance @ $50/hr 3 hrs X 3
musicians
Real $ Student
WAGES (ABOVE THE LINE)
DIRECTOR@ FLAT RATE 20,000 0
PRODUCER@ 20% Box office Take 20,000 0






























Recording @ $50/hr X 4 hrs 200 200
SFX 200 0
Mixing/Sweetening 1 ,000 0




Communications (Phone/fax/postage) 500 50
Overhead (Insurance/Legal/Accounting) 5000 0
ADMINSTRATION SUBTOTAL 5,500 50
PRE-PRODUCTION / R&D
Starboards @ $ 1 0/frame x 30 frames 300 0
Art Materials 50 10
Research and Development
Test materials and supplies for 50 10
Lighting/Audio
PRE-PRODUCTION / R&D SUBTOTAL 1,500 20
PRODUCTION
Digital Camera /mic /tripod 4000 0
Tapes/Film/hard drive 800 800
Travel Expenses 50/day x 3 days 1 500 200
Catereing (misc.) 5000 0








DVD X 20 disk @ $3/disc
MiniDV 10 tapes @ $10/tape
VHS/SVHS 20 tapes @ $l/tape








APPENDIX B - Preproduction Materials
Do to the experimental nature of this documentary it followed no
pre-structured plan
(see pages 4-7 in the Thesis Report under the header
'Experiment in style (video)'.
A typical log sheet would look like this sample page
of which there was well over 50
Sheets:
Sample from original:
TAPE rjpfrStfol LOGGED BX: ti&L. DATE: OH/ey
iate Desc . in out aud vdeo comments
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APPENDIX C - Sample Stills from the screened version
1 . Dream scene from
'OZ'
2. DeaftheatreatNTID
3. Interview with Ethan Sinnott
30
4. interview with Joe Hamilton
5. Mask making for the Lion
6. Scene from the 4 friends ('OZ')
31
7. Mary Tanksley the witch ('OZ')
8. Stacey Zander's injury
9. Kelly in run-through practice
32
1
NTID National Institute ofTechnology for the Deaf, part of the Rochester Institute ofTechnology campus,
Rochester, New York
a





2001, day of the terrorist attacks on the twin towers inNew York City, New York.
1V
IMS - Image, Movement, and Sound is a collaboration between RIT(film/animation), SUNY Brockport (dance),
and Eastman School ofMusic (music) where students get credit and get to screen films which
vthe four friends - Dorothy, the Scarecrow, the Tinman, and the Lion
teacher and head of the deaf theatre program atNTID
